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Cabin Roller PRO

Top Traveller PRO

Top Traveller SCALE

Perfect partner for your private or
business trip with the right mix of
functionalit y and st yle.

Designed down to the last detail.
First-class materials, best qualit y
and ingenious interior. That’s the
Top Traveller PRO.

Functional toploader for
environmentally conscious
professionals. Pure functionalit y
made of recycled materials.

Travelling in st yle. Exciting
combination of materials,
highest processing qualit y
and functional details.

German product development, Swiss qualit y standards and international flair
come together in an owner managed company, making it possible to focus
on important details. Each and every day, the DICOTA crew strive to make
your daily work more efficient, more comfortable and safer.

12–14.1"
14–15.6"
15–17.3"

Art. D30842
Art. D30843
Art. D30845

12–14.1"
14–15.6"
15–17.3"

Art. D31427
Art. D31428
Art. D31440

13–15.6"

Art. D31497

Material:

600D polyester

Benefit from our more than 25 years’ experience in the design and
handmade manufacturing of premium carrying solutions and put your trust in
«DICOTA – Die Computer Tasche». Our name is our promise.

Material:

1680D polyester

Material:

600D recycled PET

14–15.6"

Art. D31218

Material:

1680D polyester

NEW

Top Traveller STYLE

NEW

Protect your world

Ruedi Nauer
CEO

Top Traveller Roller PRO

Multi Roller PRO

Roll with st yle. High qualit y trolley
for business trips with removable
notebook bag. Our best.
14–15.6"

Art. D30848

High qualit y components,
loads of space, comfort and
convenience speak for
themselves. Relaxed travelling
with 11 to 15.6" notebooks.

Material:

1680D polyester

11–15.6"

Art. D30924

Material:

600D polyester

Multi Roller SCALE

NEW

Backpack STYLE

NEW

Stephan Meyer
CPO

Michael Mühlenbruch
^CSO

Business Social Compliance Initiative

Sustainable mobility for business
trips as well as short breaks. Pure
functionalit y made of recycled
materials.

Functionalit y for every adventure.
Extremely versatile with up to
29 litres storage capacit y –
a real space wonder.

14–15.6"

Art. D31441

13–15.6"

Art. D31496

Material:

600D recycled PET

Material:

600D polyester

As a member of BSCI, DICOTA is deeply committed to
improving working conditions in global supply chains. One
of the core principles is the protection of the environment.
Learn more: www.bsci-intl.org

Lifetime warranty
Thanks to stringent production guidelines and qualit y
checks, DICOTA offers a lifelong warrant y for potential
material and processing defects on its notebook cases*. For
DICOTA trolleys or accessories, customers benefit from a 24
month warrant y.
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Protect your world
Protect your world

* For Germany limited to 30 years, based on legal restrictions

Backpack Roller PRO

Backpack PRO

Backpack SCALE

The best of both worlds: versatile
business backpack with trolley
function.

Classically elegant, versatile and
comfortable. The number one in
business backpacks – ideal for
your next trips.

A sustainable lightweight that
can hold 18 litres. Kind to the
environment and your budget.

15–17.3"

Art. D31224

Material:

1680D polyester

12–14.1"
15–17.3"

Art. D30846
Art. D30847

Material:

1680D polyester

NEW

Skin Plus STYLE

13–15.6"

Art. D31429

Attractive design in landscape
format. The compact sleeve protects
your MacBook or Ultrabook and
provides space for important
accessories.

Material:

600D recycled PET

11–12.5"

Art. D31498

Material:

600D polyester

NEW

Your DICOTA partner

www.dicota.com
www.dicota.com
The trade marks mentioned belong to the respective manufacturer.
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SCREEN PROTECTION
Privacy for every device

Tailored to your device
The films are available for all common notebooks, tablets,
smartphones and monitors. Please see the current range
on www.dicota.com.

Protect sensitive information on your devices and your privacy. Using
state-of-the-art micro-lamella, the highly effective DICOTA privacy
filters reduce your screen’s field of vision and prevent personal and
confidential information from falling into the wrong hands.

Secret 4-Way
The privacy filters block the view
from four sides (left/right/top/
bottom).

Secret 2-Way
The privacy filters block the
view from two sides (left/right).

For individual requirements, the films can already be custommade in small quantities.
For individual project inquiries we will gladly advise you
at tailor-made@dicota.com.

SECURITY LOCKS

ACCESSORIES

The right lock for each device

Universal solution for easy mobility

Notebooks as well as projectors, monitors and printers can be
effectively secured with the DICOTA locking systems. Currently, device
manufacturers use three different formats for the lock slots, each format
is available in the DICOTA range.

With the following DICOTA Universal
Chargers you will experience pure
mobilit y and have anytime the right
connector for all your devices.
Every charger includes one USB-C
port and 7 connection tips for
almost every Notebook t ype.

T-Lock
3 x 7 mm

W-Lock
3.2 x 4.5 mm

Silicone, magnetic or side solution

Uncompromising
protection

The self-adhesive films come with a full surface silicone layer
and are recommended for permanent privacy protection. For
temporary use, choose the filters with magnetic strips or side
fitting. The magnet solution is suitable for MacBooks and other
devices with metal housing.

Gentle on your eyes and your sleep
Like daylight, LED displays have a high content of blue light.
When the retina is exposed to this light at night, our internal
clock is disturbed and the sleeping rhythm is negatively
affected. Privacy filters reduce the amount of blue light emitted
without compromising the image qualit y.

N-Lock
2.5 x 6 mm

The high-qualit y DICOTA locking
systems offer maximum protection
without compromises. Thanks to
an integrated multi-strand steel
cable of up to 5.2 mm diameter
and solid closing heads with a
perfect fit.

Flexible workplace
design

PURE
Perfect business trip accessories
Whether you're on a road trip or heading on a long-haul,
transatlantic flight, you'll need these essential accessories to
keep you connected, productive and organized.

Universal Notebook Charger

Pin Point

For notebooks, tablets,
smartphones and accessories.
Over four USB-A ports, one
USB-C port and 80 W output power.

Handy laser pointer for effective
presentations. Its operating range
of 10 meters allows you to take
control of the room. No software
driver needed. Plug & Play via
USB receiver.

Art. D31375 international version
Art. D31433 U.K. version

The filters reduce reflections by
sunlight and protect the display
from scratches.

Clear view for any work environment
In addition to effective privacy protection, the filters prevent
reflections and finger prints on the screen. Furthermore, the
display is reliably protected against scratches and damage.
The screen’s touch function remains completely uncompromised
in all models. Both the magnetic privacy filters and the sidemount models have a matte and a glossy side to optimally
adjust the viewing conditions to your work environment.

Good combination
With or without key? You have
the choice. If you don't want to
have keys, opt for a practical
combination lock. With 10,000
combinations, the highest level of
securit y is guaranteed.

Universal Car
Notebook Charger
Efficient charging on the road. For
notebooks, tablets, smartphones
and more.
Featuring a 12–24 V DC plug, the
charger is suitable for cars and
other vehicles, one USB-A and
one USB-C ports. 45 W output.

Art. D31324
Art. D31325

Material:

300D polyester

The bestseller in our entry-level range. Impresses with its light weight
and comprehensive protection.

Smart Connect allows you to
charge or synchronise different
devices with a single tool. After
use, all connectors can be stowed
away in the housing.

Material:

NEW

black
13–14.1"
14–15.6"
15–17.3"

D31323
D30446-V1
D30447-V1

grey
14–15.6"
15–17.3"

D30918
D30915

red
14–15.6"
15–17.3"

D30920
D30917

blue
14–15.6"
15–17.3"

D30919
D30916

Art. D31035

Art. D31468

Anti Glare

13–14.1"
15–15.6"

Smart Connect

Compatible with notebooks,
tablets, smartphones and
accessories, over two USB-A
ports and one USB-C port, charge
three devices simultaneously.
45 W output.

The turning and swivelling closing
heads adapt ideally to your
device. Thanks to the push-to-lock
function, the locks can also be
secured without a key using one
hand. Quick, simple and reliable.

The smart toploader from the
lightweight class. Guaranteed
flexible mobilit y for both leisure
and business.

Multi BASE

Art. D30933

Universal Travel
Notebook Charger

NEW

Top Traveller BASE

Accessories Pouch STYLE
Elegant and handy storage solution
for all your travelling essentials. With
the practical travel pouch you have
your most important accessories
organized and to hand at all times.
Art. D31495

NEW

300D polyester

Perfect Skin
Proven and popular sleeve in
different sizes. A longstanding
DICOTA top seller.
10–11.6"
12–12.5"
13–13.3"
14–14.1"
15–15.6"
16–17.3"

Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.

D31184
D31185
D31186
D31187
D31188
D31189

Material:

synthetic neoprene

Art. D31469
For more information, please contact your IT dealer or send an email to:
tailor-made@dicota.com.
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Further information and more connection tips
available on www.dicota.com
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